Abstract-This paper considers a reach-avoid differential game in three-dimensional space with four equal-speed players. A plane divides the game space into a play subspace and a goal subspace. The evader aims at entering the goal subspace while three pursuers cooperate to prevent that by capturing the evader. A complete, closed-form barrier for this differential game is provided, by which the game winner can be perfectly predicted before the game starts. All possible cooperations among three pursuers are considered and thus the guaranteed winning for each team is a prior. Furthermore, an algorithm is designed to compute the barrier for multiple pursuers of any numbers and any initial configurations. More realistically, since the whole achieved developments are analytical, they require a little memory without computational burden and allow for real-time updates, beyond the capacity of traditional HamiltonJacobi-Isaacs method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pursuit-evasion differential games have been studied extensively, and many extensions involving game setups, game scales and specific occasions, have been proposed over the years [1] - [5] . Different from the classical pursuitevasion game formulation, an interesting pursuit-evasion game, called reach-avoid differential game, is proposed in which each team strives to drive the system state into his own target set, while avoiding the target set of the opponent. This definition implies the qualitative solution, namely, which team can achieve its goal. The qualitative solution is a necessary step to solve the more complicated quantitative game whose objective is to optimize specific continuous payoff functions. This game has plenty of applications in areas such as collision avoidance, path planning, security, reachability analysis and confrontational situations [6] - [9] .
The pioneer work on reach-avoid games may be found in [10] , where the so-called two-target qualitative differential game was presented. It mainly focuses on the computation of barrier, a core concept in the game of kind [11] , by employing the classical Isaacs' method [11] . The key part of this method is to determine the boundary of the usable part of the target sets and the initial states for backward integration.
In the references [12] - [14] , the term, reach-avoid differential games, was first introduced and originated from the area of reachability analysis. By defining a value function This work was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grants 61374034 and 1210012, and in part by China Scholarship Council.
Rui Yan, Zongying Shi, and Yisheng Zhong are with the Department of Automation, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China email: yr15@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn and {szy, zys-dau}@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn merging the payoff function and discriminator function with minimax operation, the barrier, or called boundary of reachavoid set, can be located by finding the zero sublevel set of this value function [15] , [16] . This approach involves solving Hamilton-Jacob-Isaacs partial differential equation, and thus bears the curse of dimensionality.
For certain games and game setups, geometric method is widely employed and provides both qualitative and quantitative analysis about the game winner and optimal strategies. For example, Voronoi diagram and Apollonius circle are used for generating strategies in multiplayer pursuit-evasion games, such as Voronoi area minimization [17] , [18] and the closest point on Apollonius circle [19] . In [20] , the line-ofsight was proposed to address the target tracking problems in an environment with obstacles. Reference [21] designed a constructive way to approximate the reach-avoid set by successively creating a number of straight lines called paths of defense.
Recently several attractive reach-avoid games on specific regions were analyzed. The work in [22] revisited the Capture-the-Flag differential game in convex domain by deriving the state-feedback strategy for each player and computing the value function. In [23] , the authors presented a defense game in a circular region and constructed the barrier analytically. Also in a circular region, by specifying the form of feedback control law, a confinement-escape problem was investigated in [24] . This paper considers a three-pursuer-one-evader reachavoid differential game in three-dimensional space. All players have the same speed and the game space R 3 is separated by a plane into two subspaces: play subspace and goal subspace. The evader initially lying in the play subspace, attempts to enter the goal subspace by penetrating the splitting plane, while three pursuers aim at preventing that by capturing it. Actually, from another side, this game can also be viewed that an evader tries to escape from a subspace through its boundary which is a plane, while avoiding moving obstacles formulated as pursuers, especially, three dynamic obstacles are considered here.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: First, the condition to determine which players will contribute to the construction of barrier, is given. Second, we consider all possible cooperations among pursuers and construct the corresponding barrier by which the space of initial configuration is divided into two winning subspaces: pursuer winning subspace and evader winning subspace. Third, extensions to multiple pursuers are performed. Fourth, analytical solutions Fig. 1 . Three-pursuer-one-evader reach-avoid differential games in threedimensional (3D) space, where three pursuers (red) cooperate to capture an evader (blue) before it goes through the green plane T and gets into the goal region Ω goal .
are obtained which allow for real-time computations and updates.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II states the problem. In Section III, several preliminary results are presented. The barrier and winning subspaces are analytically computed in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. Reach-Avoid Games with Four Equal-Speed Players
A three-pursuer-one-evader reach-avoid differential game in three-dimensional space is considered. The game is played in R 3 , in which a plane T splits the game space R 3 into two disjoint subspaces Ω goal and Ω play , and their mathematical descriptions are given as follows:
(1) where K ∈ R 3 and b ∈ R are the known parameters, and K is a nonzero vector. Three pursuers P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and one evader E, assumed to be four mass points in R 3 , can move freely with simple motion, namely, they are able to change the directions of their motion at each instant of time. Four players are assumed to have the equal unit speed. The evader E is considered to have been captured as soon as his distance from the closest pursuer becomes equal to zero. The evader, starting from Ω play , aims at reaching Ω goal without being captured, while three pursuers, initially distributed in any positions of the game space, cooperate to guard Ω goal by capturing E. Thus, these two subspaces Ω goal and Ω play shall be called goal subspace and play subspace, respectively. We call T as target plane (TP). The evader wins if its state can reach Ω goal before captured, while three pursuers win if E can be captured in Ω play . The game components are shown in Fig. 1 .
Define the unit control set U = {u ∈ R 3 | u 2 = 1}, where · 2 stands for the Eculidean norm in R 3 . Denote the positions of P i and E at time t in R 3 by x Pi (t) = x Pi (t), y Pi (t), z Pi (t) and x E (t) = x E (t), y E (t), z E (t) , respectively. The kinematic equations of four players for t ≥ 0 have the forṁ
Here,
is the initial position of E, and the control inputs at time t for P i and E are their respective instantaneous unit headings p i (t) ∈ U and e(t) ∈ U. Thus, the whole state space is R 12 . Unless for clarity, for simplicity, t will be omitted hereinafter.
Three pursuers form as a team, and thus they cooperatively choose their controls. The evasion team has only one member E. We consider a non-anticipative information structure, as commonly adopted in the differential game literature (see for example, [12] , [25] ). Under this information structure, each team has complete up-to-date position information of all players and the control employed by the other team, however, it does not know the control that the other team will apply in the future. Additionally, it is also assumed that four player start the game from different positions and E initially lies in Ω play .
B. Problems
For this reach-avoid differential game in three-dimensional space with three pursuers and one evader, the following problem will be addressed.
Problem 1 (Game of kind): Given K, b, and initial configuration
, which team can guarantee its own winning? Does this reach-avoid differential game end up with a successful capture or a successful safe arrival when both team adopt their optimal strategies?
III. PRELIMINARIES
We first present some preliminary results, which will be used in the subsequent analysis.
A. Efficient Simplification
Let z = (x, y, z) ∈ R 3 . In this section, we describe this game in a more concise and clear way. The TP and two subspaces in (1) can be represented by
To simplify the analysis further, Problem 1 can be reformulated as follows: Given any initial positions of three pursuers, we aim to find the set of initial positions where if the evader initially lies, three pursuers can guarantee the capture before the evader reaches the TP T , which is the pursuer winning subspace, and find the set of initial positions allowing for a successful safe arrival strategy for the evader, which is the evader winning subspace. The surface, curve or point that separates these two subspaces is the barrier. Fixing three pursuers' initial positions provides a clear illustration of the barrier and thus two wining subspaces, as a function of these initial positions. 
B. Evasion Space
Let the set of points in R 3 which E can reach before the pursuer(s), regardless of the pursuer(s)' best effort, be called evasion space (ES), and the surface which bounds ES is called the boundary of ES (BES).
Denote the ES and BES associated with P i and E at time t = 0 by E i and B i respectively. Thus, by definition, the ES and BES can be respectively given as follows:
As Fig. 2 shows, the ES E i and BES B i are a half-space and a plane respectively.
Let E i,j and B i,j denote the ES and BES determined by two pursuers P i , P j and evader E at time t = 0 respectively, which can be obtained by definition as follows:
Similarly, the ES and BES determined by three pursuers P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and evader E at time t = 0 are denoted by E and B respectively, which can also be computed as follows:
The illustration for ES E and BES B is depicted in Fig. 2 .
IV. BARRIER AND WINNING SUBSPACES
This section focuses on Problem 1, namely, which team will win the game. Obviously, this is a game of kind, which provides a binary answer to the name of game winner, or no one can win the game.
Therefore, the primary goal of this section is to construct the barrier, and subsequently determine their winning subspaces.
Let B i , W i P and W i E denote the barrier, pursuer winning subspace and evader winning subspace determined by P i at time t = 0 respectively. For two pursuers P i and P j , let B i,j , W i,j P and W i,j E denote the associated barrier, pursuer winning subspace and evader winning subspace at time t = 0 respectively. Let B, W P and W E respectively denote the barrier, pursuer winning subspace and evader winning subspace determined by three pursuers together at time t = 0. 
A. One Pursuer Versus One Evader
We first present the construction of barrier and winning subspaces for the case with one pursuer P i and one evader E, which will provide key insights into the barrier construction for the two-pursuer and three-pursuer scenarios.
Lemma 1 (One pursuer): If the system (2) has only one pursuer P i , the barrier B i has two cases: if z
Pi ; otherwise, B i = ∅. Two winning subspaces W i P and W i E are respectively given as follows:
Proof: See Fig. 3(a) . Assume that x 0 E ∈ B i . Thus, under P i and E's optimal strategies, E is captured by P i exactly when reaching T . Since B i is a plane, then B i = T must hold. If z 
B. Two Pursuers Versus One Evader
Consider two pursuers P i and P j . As will be shown below, B i,j has two types. The first one only depends on one of two pursuers, and the second one is related to both two pursuers. The conditions to distinguish them are as follows. For clarity, the pursuer which the barrier depends on, is called active pursuer.
Lemma 2 (Classification condition): The barrier B i,j depends on both two pursuers P i and P j , if and only if
If (8) Pj , then B i,j = ∅. Proof: Note that if P i can reach any point in T before P j , then the barrier B i,j is determined by P i alone. Thus, the necessary and sufficient condition to determine that B i,j depends on both two pursuers, is that for each pursuer, there exists at least one point in T that it can reach before the other pursuer, implying that (8) Pj and L i,j by P i,j . Define c i,j as the point in T that P i and P j can reach at the same time.
Theorem 1 (Two active pursuers): If the system (2) has only two pursuers P i and P j , and suppose that (8) 
and two winning subspaces W i,j P and W i,j E are respectively given by
Proof: See Fig. 3(b) . Assume x 0 E ∈ B i,j . Thus, B
i,j intersects with T while does not intersect with Ω goal . Note that B i,j is the boundary of the intersection set E i ∩ E j . Then, it follows from (8) can be mathematically described as (9) shows.
As for two winning subspaces, attention will be focused on W lie betweenx
P is as (10) shows.
C. Three Pursuers Versus One Evader
As will be shown below, B has three types. The first one is only dependent on one of three pursuers, the second one is associated with two of them, and the third one depends on all of them. The conditions to distinguish three types are as follows. Define two index sets I i = {1, 2, 3} \ {i} and I i,j = {1, 2, 3} \ {i, j}. Denote byx 
holds for all k ∈ I i . The barrier B depends on only two pursuers P i and P j , namely, B = B i,j , if and only if
(12) where k ∈ I i,j . The barrier B depends on all three pursuers, if and only if
holds for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i = j and k ∈ I i,j .
Proof: Note that the barrier B only depends on the pursuer P i , if and only if P i can reach any point in T before the other two pursuers. Thus, (11) holds for all k ∈ I i .
Consider the case in which the barrier B only depends on two pursuers P i and P j . Firstly, Lemma 2 implies that (8) is true, and for k ∈ I i,j , there exist no points in T that the puruser P k can reach before both P i and P j , meaning that x
P . Secondly, when P i and P k are symmetric with respect to T , P i should lie in Ω play and out of W j P . Thus, the condition (12) is obtained. As for the case in which the barrier B depends on all three pursuers, for each pursuer, there exists at least one point in T that it can reach prior to the other two pursuers. Thus, it follows from Lemma 2 that (8) holds for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} 5 . The barrier and winning subspaces for three noncollinear-projection active pursuers. The barrier B in yellow is the part of a sphere, and the pursuer winning subspace W P is the region above B and bounded by a triangular prism in blue. The evader winning subspace W E is the remainder in Ω play , and S is a closed region in T bounded by a triangle with three pursuers' projections in T as its vertexes. The dashed line L i,j is the projection line of two pursuers P i and P j in T .
and i = j. Additionally, for k ∈ I i,j , x
Theorem 2 (Three collinear-projection active pursuers): Consider the system (2) and suppose that (13) is true. If the projections of three pursuers' initial positions into T are collinear and P i 's projectionx 0 Pi sits in the middle, then the barrier B and two winning subspaces W P and W E are respectively given by
Proof: See Fig. 4 . Since (13) is true and three pursuers' projections in T are collinear withx 0 Pi in the middle, there is no point in T that both two pursuers in I i can reach before P i . Thus, the barrier B consists of two parts B i,k with k ∈ I i , where we take i = 2 in Fig. 4 .
It can be observed that the winning subspace W P is the union set of W i,k P with k ∈ I i . The winning subspace W E is naturally the remainder in Ω play , and it can also be written as the intersection set of W i,k E with k ∈ I i . Next, we consider the case in whichx 0 Pi (i = 1, 2, 3) are not collinear. Denote by S the closed region in T bounded by a triangle with three projectionsx 0 Pi (i = 1, 2, 3) as its vertexes. Denote by c the unique point in T that has the equal distance to three pursuers.
Theorem 3 (Three noncollinear-projection active pursuers): Consider the system (2) and suppose that (13) is true. If the projections of three pursuers' initial positions into T are not collinear, the barrier B is given as follows:
and two winning subspaces W P and W E are respectively given by 6 . The barrier and winning subspaces for six noncollinear-projection active pursuers. The barrier B in yellow consists of the part of four spheres, and the pursuer winning subspace W P is the region above B and bounded by a hexagonal prism in blue. The evader winning subspace W E is the remainder in Ω play , and S is a closed region in T bounded by a hexagon with six pursuers' projections in T as its vertexes.
B is the boundary of the intersection set Thus, the barrier B is derived and can be described as (15) shows, depicted in Fig. 5 .
Similarly, we only consider the winning subspace W P . If x 0 E ∈ W P , B does not intersect with T ∪ Ω goal . First, x 0 E 's projection in T lies in S. Otherwise, assume that x 0 E 's projection lies outside S and in the opposite side ofx 0 P k (k ∈ I i,j ) with respect to L i,j . Then, there always exist points in T far away from L i,j along the side of x 0 E 's projection, such that E can reach before all three pursuers.
Since x 0 E 's projection in T lies in S, we can conclude that x 0 E should lie outside the sphere defined above. Thus, the winning subspace W P is given by (16) .
D. Extensions to Multiple Pursuers Case
We extend the above results into multiple pursuers case. An algorithm is provided to construct the barrier and winning subspaces for multiple pursuers, shown in Algorithm 1.
In Fig. 6 , six active pursuers P i (i = 1, ..., 6) are considered, which consist of four active triple-pursuer coalitions defined in Algorithm 1: {P 1 , P 2 , P 6 }, {P 2 , P 3 , P 4 }, {P 2 , P 4 , P 6 } and {P 4 , P 5 , P 6 }. By computing the barrier and winning subspaces for each active triple-pursuer coalition, the barrier B and pursuer winning subspace W P for the pursuer team are their union sets, and the evader winning subspace W E is their intersection set. Thus, it can be observed from Fig. 6 that multiple pursuers form a net to
